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Traffic signals can be synchronized so that a car , starting at one 
end of a street and traveling at preassigned speeds, can go to the 
other end without stopping for a red light. The portion of a signal 
cycle for which this is possible is called the bandwidth for that di
rection. Ordinarily the bandwidth in each direction is single, i. e., 
is not split into two or more intervals within a cycle. Two prob
lems are solved for this case: (a) given an arbitrary number of sig
nals along a street, a common cycle length, the green and red times 
for each signal, and specified vehicle speeds in each direction be
tween adjacent signals, synchronize the signals to produce band
widths that are equal in each direction and as large as possible; and 
(b) adjust the synchronization to increase one bandwidth to some 
specified, feasible value and maintain the other as large as is then 
possible. The method of calculation has been programmed for a 
20K IBM 1620. 

•TRAFFIC signals prevent chaos at busy intersections, but nobody likes the frequent 
stops that often occur on streets with many signals. The number of stops can be re
duced by proper synchronization of the signals. 

Consider a street with a sequence of signals all of which have the same cycle length. 
The bandwidth along the street will be defined as that portion of a cycle during which a 
car could start at one end of the street and, by traveling at preassigned speeds (not 
necessarily all the same), go to the other end without stopping for a red light. Each 
direction has its own bandwidth. For example, it is an easy matter to synchronize the 
signals so that, for one direction, a car that passes the first signal just as it turns 
green passes all others in the s a me way. We shall call this a complete one-way syn
chronization. The bandwidth for that direction is as large as possible and equals the 
shortest of the green times of the signals on the street. Bandwidth in the other direc
tion, however, is likely to be small or zero, unless the distances between signals are 
particularly fortuitous. Signals synchronized to create a substantial bandwidth are 
called progr ession systems. 

It is possible to construct exa mples where the bandwidth in a single cycle in a single 
direction is split up into two or more intervals separated by very short reds. Since it 
seems rath er unlikely that split bandwidths would often occur in practice, and since the 
extension of results to cover these cases appears rather cumbersome, we restrict our
selves unless otherwise stated to problems for which the maximal bandwidths are 
unsplit. 

Procedures are given for solving the following two problems. Problem 1: given a 
common cycle length, green splits for each signal, and specified speeds in each direc
tion between adjacent signals, determine offsets for the signals, so as to prod1.Jce band
widths which are equal in each direction and as large as possible. Problem 2: adjust 
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the offsets to favor one direction with a larger bandwidth, if feasible, and give the other 
direction the largest bandwidth then possible. 

The paper is divided into three parts. After an introduction, the first section dis
cusses the background of the problem and describes briefly a computer program that 
calculates the desired offsets. The second section develops the mathematical theory 
underlying the solution. The third section describes the computer program and its 
operation in detail. 

BACKGROUND AND COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Background 

The objective of maximizing bandwidth has an intuitive appeal and is widely used. 
A more obvious criterion might be trip delay, but almost any kind of synchronization 
that treats the street as a whole leads to the concept of a planned speed. Once speci
fied, the planned speed tends to determine trip delay (1), unless input flow exceeds 
street capacity, in which case delay is determined mos tly by the amount and duration 
of the overload. Changes in synchronization tend to produce changes in trip delay which 
in terms of percentage are small. The stops themselves may be more irritating than 
the delay. However, the driver's trade-off between stops and delay does not seem to 
have been much investigated. 

In any case, increases in bandwidth usually tend to decrease both stops and delay. 
For example, in von Stein's (2, 3) approach to traffic control, drivers are encouraged 
by various signaling devices fo form compact platoons which travel nonstop through the 
system at a preset speed. Insofar as this is succei;;sful, trip delay is fixed by the 
speed. The bandwidth determines the maximal platoon size for which stops can be 
11vnirlPrl A !':tnn fnr,-,P.Q 11 rlrivPr h,i,-,k intn thP fnllnmino- nhtnnn mith" rlPhv nf !'lnmP 
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fraction of a period. Therefore, the objective studied here is that of maximizing main 
street bandwidths subject to the constraints imposed by service for the cross streets, 
pedestrian crossings, etc. For further discussion of signal synchronization and for 
other approaches to the problem, see Newell (12, 13) and Grace and Potts ( 4). 

_____ _....,e_liter.atur. oILbandwidl:.h_contains__a_numb.er_o e.thads, os.tly._gr_aphic.al, o..___ __ _ 
solving special cases of Problem 1. Matson, Smith and Hurd (4) consider primarily 
signals with constant spacing. Bruening (5) and Petterman (6) a pproach the problem 
by trial and error. Raus (7) treats a limited class of problem s algebraically. 

Bowers (8) gives a graphical method for maximizing bandwidth when the green times 
are all the same and speed is a constant. His standard procedure involves solving the 
problem for a range of (speed) x (period) and identifying those values which yield the 
largest bandwidth as a percentage of period. Evans (9) presents Bowers' method. 
Davidson (10) also uses this method, but redefines the problem slightiy by taking the 
bandwidth for the main street as given and seeking to maximize the smallest percentage 
of green assigned to any cross street. This criterion determines green splits for a 
few critical signals with the rest given the largest cross street green consistent with 
the specified main street bandwidth. The resulting synchronization is the same as that 
of Bowers' method. 

Our method solves the foregoing cases and handles two generalizations which have 
not, to our knowledge, been handled previously in any formal way: (a) arbitrary planned 
speeds are permitted in either direction between any two adjacent signals; and (b) a 
cl_evie_e i_s glven:f_or app_qrtiooing banc:lwidth bet_we_en d_irectipns Q!l tile basis of pl~toon 
size. In addition, the method is designed for machine computation and has been pro
grammed for an IBM 1620. 

Computer Program 

The calculation of offsets to give maximal bandwidth is an easy job, thanks to com
puters. A program, called TSS3, has been written for a 20K IBM 1620. The machine 
language object deck* will run on any basic 1620 installation. If the installation has a 

*Obtainable from Director, Civi I Engineering Systems Labora tory, M.I .T ., Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139. 



Cal-Comp Digital Plotter available for use on a line, a further program, TSS4, will 
take the output of TSS3 and plot a space-time diagram for the final signal settings. 
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The data required to operate the program are as follows: number the signals 1, 2, 
3, ... in the direction of increasing distance from an origin at one end of the street. 
This direction will be called outbound, the opposite direction inbound. To find the max
imal equal bandwidths, the program requires as input: (a) number of signals, (b) cycle 
length (sec), (c) distance of each signal from chosen origin (ft), (d) red phase of each 
signal (sec), and (e) vehicle speed in each direction between each pair of adjacent sig
nals (mph). For the case of unequal volumes in the two directions, the program will 
adjust the bandwidths to favor the heavy volume direction. For this purpose, the program 
requires: (a) inbound volume (veh/hr), (b) outbound volume (veh/hr), and (c) headway 
between vehicle (sec). 

The output of the program consists of: (a) offsets for each signal with respect to a 
reference signal, (b) number of reference signal, (c) inbound and outbound bandwidths, 
and (d) largest volumes that will fit unimpeded through the inbound and outbound green 
bands. The program also produces certain other information useful to the plotting 
program. 

The treatment of volumes is based on the idea of platoons. A given volume and cycle 
length together imply some number of vehicles per cycle through each signal. Under 
suitable conditions these vehicles move as a fairly compact platoon through the system. 
The average headway between vehicles determines the time-length of the platoon. The 
computer program tries to arrange bandwidths so that both inbound and outbound pla
toons fit into their green bands. However, a number of special cases come up. When
ever the two platoons are equal, equal bandwidths are given each direction. If the sum 
of the two bandwidths is greater than the sum of the two platoon lengths, the individual 
bandwidths are made proportional to platoon lengths, as far as possible. If the sum of 
the bandwidths is less than the sum of the platoon lengths, the larger platoon is accom
modated, if possible, and, thereafter, as much bandwidth as can be arranged is given 
to the direction with the smaller platoon. The final results are summarized by printing 
out the inbound and outbound volumes that would be obtained by putting through the larg
est platoons that fit unimpeded into the green bands. 

The time to solve a 1O-signal problem is only about a minute. Thus it is a reason
able task to explore a range of cycle lengths to look for particularly large bandwidths 
or to make sensitivity tests on other constants of the system. 

Applications of the method have been made in Cleveland and, more recently, by 
Hesketh (~ ) outside Providence. 

THEORY 

Definitions and Notation 

Consider a two-way street having n traffic signals. Directions on the street will be 
identified as outbound and inbound. The signals will be denoted S1, S2, ... , Sn with 
the subscript increasing in the outbound direction. Let 

C 
q 

b (b) 
tij (tij) 

0ij 

cycle length of the signals (sec); 
red time of Si on street under study (cycles); 
outbound (inbound) bandwidth (cycles); 
travel time from Si to Si in the outbound (inbound) direction (cycles); and 
relative phase, or offset, of Si and Sj, measured as time from ce nter of 
a red of Si to next center of red of Sj (cycles); by convention O::::: 0ij , 1. 
(See Fig. 1.) 

Any time quantity can be expressed in cycles by dividing by C. "Red time" is used as 
shorthand for "unusable time." A set of f:lij, j = 1, ... , n for any i will be called a 
synchronization of the signals. 

Travel times between adjacent signals are presumed known and fixed. Then all tij 
may be calculated from the following: 
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Figure I. Space-time diagram showing outbound and inbound green bands; signals S1 and Si are 
critical signals. 

j 1 

Ltk, k + 1 j > i 

k = i 

tij : 0 j = i 

i - 1 

-L tk, k+l j < i 

k = j 

~nd all 'fij from corresponding expressions with each t replac cl by t. Although tij and 
tij are the basic inputs to the calculation, it is frequently 111.or c convenient to think in 
terms of speeds and distances. Let 

position of Si on the street (ft), and 
outbound (inbound) speed between Si and Si + 1 (ft/ sec) . 

Then 

Xi+ 1 - Xi 
t · i + 1 1 , ViC 

'f. Xi - Xi+ 1 
1, i + 1 ~iC 

(1) 

Most previous work has assumed vi= Yi = v, in which case tij = -tij = (Xj - Xi)/ vC, but 
this work is not so restricted. 

Figure 1 shows a space-time diagram for travel on the street. Heavy horizontal 
lines indicate when the signals are red. The :.dg-:t.ag lines represent trajectories of 
cars passing unimpeded along the street in the directions indicated. Changes in slope 
correspond to changes in speed. The set of possible unimpeded trajectories in agiven 
direction forms a green band whose horizontal width is the bandwidth for that direction. 
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The trajectory forming the front edge (earlier in time) of a band and the one forming 
the rear edge (later in time) have been marked f and r, respectively . Although the 
green bands are only drawn once, they appear once per cycle in parallel bands across 
the diagram. 

Basis for Method 

The basis for the method is developed in a sequence of lemmas and theorems. Be
fore starting, let us examine the objectives. We want to maximize bandwidths but there 
are bandwidths in each direction, b and b. We could maximize b + b, but possibly this 
would produce an undesirable division of the total between b and b; for example, one of 
them might be zero. To unravel the situation, consider the following three problems: 

(1) Max (b + b). 
(2) Max (b + b) subject to b = b. 
(3) Max (b + b) subject to b > 0 and b > 0. 

This work shows that there is usually a whole class of synchronizations which solve 
(3) and, of these, at least one solves (2). Moreover, the max (b + b) found in (2) and (3) 
is a constant which can, within certain limits, be divided arbitrarily between band b. 
However, in some cases, the constant will be less than the (b + b) found in (1). The 
reason is fairly simple. Under sufficiently awkward red times and signal spacings the 
max (b + b) of (2) and (3) can become quite small, even zero. On the other hand, no 
matter how awkward the spacing, we can always set up a complete one-way synchroni
zation and obtain a (b + b) at least as large as the smallest green time. 

In any case, this work solves all three problems. The central problem is (2), which 
will be called the problem of finding maximal equal bandwidths and is solved by theorem 
3. Theorem 4 expresses the solution of all three problems in what seems to be an op
erationally useful way. 

Definition. -A signal Sj is said to be a critical signal if one side of Sj 's red touches 
the green band in one direction and the other side touches the green band in the other 
direction. Thus, in Figure 1, signals S1 and Si are critical, but no others are. 

Lemma 1. -If a synchronization maximizes (b + b) subject to b > 0 and b > 0, then: 

(a) There exists at least one critical signal. 
(b) The red time of any critical signal will touch the front edge 

of one green band and the rear edge of the other. 
(c) All critical signals can be divided into two groups: Group 1 

consists of signals whose reds touch the front of outbound and the 
rear of inbound and Group 2 of signals whose reds touch the front of 
inbound and the rear of outbound. 

Proof. -Consider the set of signals whose reds touch a given side of the green band 
in one direction. Part (a) must be true or else all these signals could be shifted to in-

DISTANCE 

i 

(0) (bl 

Figure 2. Geometry when two Group 1 signals limit the green bond. 
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crease bandwidth in the one direction without reducing it in the other. Part (b) is a 
consequence of the definition of critical signal: since the right side of red can only touch 
front edges and the left side only rear edges, a critical signal must touch (at least) one 
of each. 

Part (c) follows immediately from (b) since there are only two choices. Possibly a 
signal fits into both groups, in which case it will be considered to be in both. Possibly 
there is only one critical signal, but then it fits into both groups. This completes the 
proof. 

Suppose two signals, Si and Sj, are in the same group, for instance, 1. For each 
signal, the right-hand side of red touches the front of the outbound band and left-hand 
side touches the rear of the inbound band. Figure 2 shows the geometry for this situa
tion. The quantities are presented in such a way that, if j ';;, i, all the lengths shown 
are positive. The notation "integer" is used to indicate that some integer is to be added 
to an expression to make it valid. 

From Figure 2a: 

1 
tij 

1 
(integer) 2q + 2 rj + 9ij + 

From Figure 2b : 

1 
Tij 

1 
0ij (integer) 2q - 2 rj - + 

Consequently: 

1 - 1 . 
0ij = 2 (tij + tij) + 2 (mteger) (2) 

Cor 1·es ondin a1· uments lead to the same e ualion for Grou 2. B convention, ____ _ 
0 ~ 9ij < 1. Therefore, it may be seen that (2) has t\~_o s olutions for 9ij to be found 
by adding whatever half integers will bring (1/2 ) (tij + tij l into the required range . 

A more explicil expression for lhe two pm,sible values uI 9ij can be developed. Let 

1 
Oij = 0 or 2 

man z = mantissa of z, as obtained by removing the integral 
part of z and, if the result is negative, adding unity 

Thus, man (5. 2) 0. 2, man (-0. 2) = 0. 8, and in general 0 _:::: man z < 1. Now (2) be-
comes 

8·· - man [! (t·· + t-·) + o"··] lJ - 2 lJ lJ lJ (3) 

The phasing represented by (3) will be called half-integer sychronization. The term can be 
consistently applied to a collection of signals. In other words, given a set on, Oi2, . .. , Oin, 
the r esulting ( 9ij} have the property that 9ik = man (9ij + 9jk). Furthermore, the same Bik 
is obtained by setting Oik = man (6ij + Ojk) in (3). The above summarizes into: 

Lemma 2.-Under the conditions of lemma 1, each group of signals has half-integer 
synchronization. 

The operational meaning of half-integer synchronization is easiest understood in the 
spP.c. i :-tl c::ise tij = -tij , which n<'. 111·s, for P.x::implA, whP.n !': t) eP.c:!.c:. arP. the s,ime in each 
direction. Then (3) gives Bij = 0 or 1/~ so that any two signals in the same group have 
the centers of th eir reds exactly iJ1 phase or exactly out of phase . 

Theorem 1.-There is a half-integer synchronization which gives maximal equal 
bandwidths. 
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Proof (by construction). :-Suppose we have a set of phases such that (b + b) is maxi
mal subject to b > 0 and b > 0. (If none exists, the theorem is trivially true.) Divide 
the critical signals into Groups 1 and 2. Extend the reds of all other signals until they 
are critical, too, but not so far as to reduce bandwidth. The old reds lie wholly within 
the new. Move the center of the old red to the center of the new-this cannot extend the 
new red or change bandwidth. Classify the new critical signals into Groups 1 and 2. 
Change the pases of all Group 1 signals by an equal amount in the direction that will 
decrease the larger of b and b. The loss to the larger is just equaled by a gain to the 
smaller so that (b + b) stays constant. Choose the amount of change so that b = b. 

Within each group there is half-integer synchronization. It remains to show that 
there is now half-integer synchronization between signals from different groups. Let 
Si be from Group 1 and Sj from Group 2. Figure 3 shows that 

1 1 
2 1'i + b + tij + 2 rj = 0ij + (integer) 

1 - - 1 [ ] 
2 ri + b + tij + 2 rj = - 9ij - (integer) 

But b = b, whence 

1 - 1 . 
0ij = 2 (tij + tij) + 2 (mteger) 

which is (2) again and so implies that Si and Sj have half-integer synchronization. 
In the foregoing we have also proved the following: 
Corollary 1.-If the maximal equal bandwidths are greater than zero, max (b + b) 

subject to b ::> 0 and b > 0 equals max (b + b) subject to b = b. 
Theorem 2. -Under any half-integer synchronization, b = b. 

(4) 

(5) 

Proof. -It suffices to consider critical signa ls. Let Si be from Group 1 and Sj in 
Group 2. Figure 3 applies as do (4) and (5). Subt ract (5) from (4) and substitute (2). 
It will be seen that b = b. 

Two special cases of Theorem 1 deserve separate mention. From (1) comes: 
Corollary 2. -If speeds are the same in each direction at each point of the street, 

maximal equal bandwidths are achieved by a synchronization in which each 9ij is either 
0 or½. 

Explicit results are possible in the two signal case: 
Corollary 3. -If there are only two signals, Si and Sj, and speeds are the same in 

each direction, maximal equal bandwidths are achieved by 
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Figure 3. Geometry when a Group 1 and a Group 2 signal limit the green bands. 
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0 0 < [X\C Xi] < 1 
- man 4 

eij 
1 1 [~] < 3 

= 2 4 ~ man 
4 

0 
3 

~ 4 man [~] < 1 

Notice that 0ij does not depend on the green splits of the two signals. This is not 
always true with more than two signals. Corollary 3 may be proved by constructing a 
space-time diagram with Si at x = 0 and the start of Si's green at t = 0. Sj's position 
may be varied along an x-axis wh r x = (xj - xi)/ vC. At ach x there are, by Corol
lary 2, only two possibilities for pla ing the center of Sj' s red and the best one is fairly 
obvious. 

Synchronization for Maximal Equal Bandwidths 

The significance of the results of the previous section is that a synchronization for 
maximal equal bandwidths can be found by searching through a relatively few cases. 
By Theorem 1, it suffices to examine half-integer synchronizations. By Theorem 2, 
it suffices to examine only the outbound direction. 

bi greatest outbound bandwidth under half-integer synchronization if Si's red 
touches the front of the outbound band; and 

R thP valuP flf oni? of the m::ixjm::il eqn~l J:i::trniwirlths . 

It will be helpful in computations to permit bi and B to be negative at times; the opera
tional interpretation as a zero bandwidth is clear. 

If Si's red touches the front of the outbound green band, the situation is as shown in 
Figure 3a, Take as an origin for measurements the right side of Si's red. The tra
jectory (not shown) that touches the right side of Sj'S red passes Si at a time which will 
be denoted Uij, Figure 3a shows that 

[ 
r· r· ] 

man 0ij + -f - 2
1 

- tij 

except that, when uus expression is zero, we shall want Uij = 1. This may be accom
plished by writing 

Uij = 1 - man [-eij - i + ~i + tij] 

Substituting (3) and making the dependence of Oij explicit: 

[
1 1 -u .. (o--) = 1 - man - (r- - r -) + - (t -• - t--) 

lJ lJ 2 l J 2 lJ lJ 

The trajectory that louches the left side of Sj' s red passes Si at Uij - rj. Therefore, 
since Oij is to take on either the value O or ½ and since Si's red is to touch the front, 
the best Oij is identified by 



Therefore 

bi min max 
1 

[ uij ( o) - r j] 

0 = o, 2 

and, finally, 

Summarizing, we have the following: 
Theorem 3. -The maximal equal bandwidth is max (0, B) where 

B = max min 

i 

max 
1 

[ uij ( o) - r j] 

o = 0, 2 
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Let i = c be a maximizing i and oc1, ... , Oen be the corresponding maximizing o's. 
Then, a synchronization for maximal equal bandwidths is 9c1, ... , Sen obtained by sub
stituting the Ocj into (3). 

Maximal Unequal Bandwidths 

Average platoon lengths usually differ between the inbound and outbound directions. 
If the length exceeds bandwidth in one direction and not the other, it may be possible 
to shift bandwidth from one direction to the other and pass both platoons. We first show 
how to shift bandwidth and then suggest a method for dividing total bandwidth between 
directions on the basis of platoon size. 

Let Sci, ... , Sen be a maximal equal bandwidth synchronization with Sc a critical 
signal whose red touches the front of the outbound green band. The corresponding 
Ucl, ... , ucn are presumed known as is the maximal equal bandwidth, B. Let 

()(' 
I ] 

e cj 
g 

a phase s hift for Sj (cycles), 
man (8cj - llj) = adjusted phase for Sj (cycles), and 
min (1 - ri) = smallest green time (cycles) 

The shifting procedure is described in Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4. -The outbound bandwidth, b, can be assigned any value, max [O, BJ :5. 

b _::: g, by making a phase shift. 

aJ· = max [u · - 1 + b - B oJ CJ . ' 

Then b = max [ 2B - b, 0 ], and 6 is as lax:ge as possible for the given b. 
_ A1ternatively, the inbound bandwidth, b, can be assigned any value, max [O, BJ .'.': 
b ~ g, by making a phase shift: 

Then b = max [2B - 6, OJ, and bis as large as possible for the given b. 
The shifting procedure may be developed as follows: suppose it is desired to increase 

outbound bandwidth to b > B, or, if Bis negative, to b > 0. The trajectory at the front 
edge of the outbound band is moved to the left, pushing before it any reds that start to 
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touch it. {See Fig. 4, or the change from Fig. 5 to 6.) During the movement, the crit
ical signals will cut down 6 just as much as b is increased, except that, if 6 reaches 
zero, no further decrease can occur. Thus, by Corollary 1, bis as large as possible 
for the given b. There is a limit to the increase that can be made in b because even
tually the pushing of a red to the left will bring the next red of that signal in from the 
right to cut into the rear of the outbound band. Then that signal limits both front and 
rear of the band. The signal must be one with the smallest value of green time; there
fore b = g. From this argument we conclude that b can be increased from max [0, BJ 
to any value less than or equal tog and that 6 is then max [B - (b - B), OJ. Analogous 
remarks apply to increasing 6. 

The algebra of the shift may be worked out from Figure 4. Define au-axis which 
measures right and left from the front edge of the outbound green band under the given 
maximal equal bandwidth synchronization. The rear of the band is then at u = B and 
the right side of a red of Sj is at u = Ucj. 

Consider first the shift to obtain b. The front of the outbound band is pushed left to 
the position u = B - b. (See the dashed line in the outbound portion of Fig. 4.) This will 
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Figure 4. Widening the outbound green band from B to b. 
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Figure 6. Space-time diagram for part af Euclid Avenue in Cleveland. C = 65 sec, v = v = 50 ft/sec, 
P = 0.3 cycles, ~ = 0.1 cycles. 

require moving some reds but no more will be moved than necessary and those moved 
will be moved as little as possible. The next Sj red to the left of the old front edge is 
met at u = Ucj -1. Therefore, the appropriate phase shift for Sj is to the left by an 
amount: 

O'.j = max [ (ucj - 1) - (B - b), 0] 

For the case of shifting to obtain 6, it is first observed that under the given syn
chronization, as under any half-integer synchronization, the distance from the front of 
the inbound green band to the next Sj red on the left is the same as the distance from 
the rear of the outbound green band to the next Sj red on the right. (Otherwis e we could 
contradict Theorem 2 by enlarging rj until Sj started to reduce one green band and not 
the other.) Consequently we can calculate how much to shift Sj by see!ng what is re
quired to move the rear of the outbound band to the right and make it b wide. From 
Figure 4, we find that the magnitude of the shift should be 

To move the front of inbound to the left, these shifts are made to the left. This con
cludes the pro~f of Theore~ 4. For completeness, if g > 2B.z max (b + b) = g; other
wise max (b + b), max (b + b) subject to b = b, and max (b + b) subject to b > 0 all 
equal 2B. 

Finally, we give a way to apportion total bandwidth between directions on the basis 
of the length (in time) of the platoons. Let 

P (P) = platoon length in the outbound (inbound) direction (cycles). 

Whenever P = P maximal equal bandwidths are proposed. Otherwise, we proceed as 
follows: If P + P s_ 2B, there may be enough bandwidth to accommodate both platoons. 
The bandwidth is made proportional to platoon length if possible. Thus, if P > P: 
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b = min [2BP/(P + P), g] 
ii = max [2B - b, OJ 

HP+ P > 2B, the larger platoon is accommodated, if possible, and the remainder, if 
any, is given to the smaller. Thus, if P > P, 

b = min (P, g) 
ii = max (2B - b, 0) 

except that if ii= 0, bis set tog. Appropriate interchanges apply if P > P. 

Summary of Method 

To synchronize signals for maximal equal bandwidths, first number of signals in 
order of distance along the street, say, i = 1, 2, ... , n. The direction of increasing 
i will be called outbound. Next specify the following data: the signal period, C, insec
onds; the red times, r1, ... , rn, in fractions of a cycle; the signal positions, x1, ... , 
xn, in ft; the outbound speeds between signals, V1, v2, ... , vn -1, in ft/ sec; and the 
inbound speeds between signals ~1, \'2, ... , t1n -1 in ft/ sec. 

The computation proceeds in the following steps: 

1. Calculate Y1, .... ' Yn from 

Y1 0 

Yi = Yi - 1 - -
2
1 

(ri - ri _ 1) + (x· - x· _ 1) _!__ [-
1
- + =-1---] 

l l 2C Vi - 1 vi - 1 

2. Cah:uiate z1, ... ' Zn irom 

Z1 0 

Zi = Zi - 1 + (Xi - Xi - 1) 2~ [vi 1_ 1 - Vi~ 1] 

3. Calculate 

B = max min 

where 
uij ( 6) = 1 - man (y j - y i - /i) 

and the operation "man" is as defined earlier. Consider a specific i. As the max 
over 6 is performed, the maximizing value (one for each j) may be recorded in a 
temporary table, 6n, ... , 6in· As the max over i is performed, the maximizing 
i, say i = c, identifies the best set, 6c1, ... , 6cn, which is saved. For the fol
lowing computations, it is necessary to save the set, ucl, ... , ucn, corresponding 
to the 6cl, ... , 6cn• This means saving the value of Uij whenever a value of 6ij 
is saved. 

4. A synchronization, 8c1, ... , Br.n, for maximal equal bandwidths is calculated from 

0cj = man [zj - Zc + 6cj1 

The bandwidth in each direction is max (0, B). 
To adjust the synchronization for platoon lengths of P, outbound, and P, inbound, 

specify P and P, perform the foregoing calculations and continue as follows. 

5. Calr.ulate. g = min (1 - q). 

6. If P = P accept equal bandwidth solution. 

7. If P > P, go to Step 11, otherwise continue. 



8. If P + P :s: 2B, set b = min [g, 2BP/(P + P)]. Otherwise, set b = min (P, g); 
unless P .2: 2B, in which case, set b = g. 

9. Calculate 0'1, .•• , O'.n from O'.j = max (ucj - 1 + b - B, 0). 

10. Calculate b = max (2B - b, 0). Go to Step 14. 

11. If P +PS 2B, set b = min [g, 2BP/(P + P)J. Otherwise, set 6 = min (P, g), 
unless P .2: 2B, in which case, set b = g. 

12. Calculate 0:1, ••. , O'n from O'.j = max (b + rj - Ucj, 0). 

13. Calculate b = max (2B - b, 0) 

14. The adjusted synchronization, e'cl, ... , e'en, is calculated from 

e'cj = man (0cj - O'j) 

and the bandwidths are b, outbound and b, inbound as previously determined. 
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For plotting space-time diagrams it is helpful to know where the edges of the green 
bands ar e. Take as a r eference point the center of a r ed of Sc. The left side of an 
outbouud band i~ at rc/2, the right s ide at {rcl2) + b. An inbound band has its left side 
at 1 - (rcl2) - band its right side at 1 - (rcl 2). The edges oft~ same outbound band 
at Sj are found by adding tcj to the edges at Sc; for inbound, add tcj. 

Examples 

The method has been used to synchronize the signals on a stretch of Euclid Avenue 
in Cleveland under off rush-hour conditions. (During rush hours a complete one-way 
synchronization is used.) Signals are at 0, 550, 1250, 2350, 3050, 3850, 4500, 4900, 
5600, 6050 ft. Corresponding red times are 0. 47, 0. 40, 0. 40, 0. 47, 0. 48, 0. 42, 
0. 40, 0. 40, 0. 40, 0. 42 cycles. C = 65 sec, v = 50 ft/sec in both directions. Figure 5 
shows the space-time diagram for maximal equal bandwidths. B = 0. 237 or 15. 4 sec. 
Figure 6 shows the case: P = 0. 30 cycles, P = 0. 10 cycles. 

Discussion 

The ability to handle different platoon speeds between different signals make it pos
sible to adjust the synchronization for the presence of a queue waiting at a signal. Such 
a queue might arise because turning traffic is entering the main street at the previous 
intersection or might be the tail of a platoon that does not fit through the green band. 
Let -r be the time length of the queue waiting when the next platoon tries to come through. 
Unless the queue is released early, the arriving platoon will have to stop or slow down. 
Let v be the normal platoon speed and x the distance from the preceding signal. If the 
speed, v' = v/[1 - (-r/x) v], is used in the computation, the synchronization will permit 
the platoon to travel at v and not stop (but note that the departing platoon is longer than 
the arriving platoon). Similarly, an allowance can be made for cars leaving the platoon, 
although, unless the cars always leave from the head, it may be more reasonable to 
expect (or guide) the lead car to maintain a planned speed and encourage subsequent 
cars to adjust speed to close the gaps. A negative value of v' is permitted by our cal
culation; this would imply a backward movement of the green wave. 

Although we have ruled out problems for which the maximal bandwidth is split in one 
or both directions, our results extend to one aspect of these cases. Denote the largest 
unsplit segment of a bandwidth as the primary bandwidth and the corresponding green 
band as the primary green band. The substitution of these terms for bandwidth and 
green band throughout the analysis will make the results hold for any problem. In most 
problems our method is likely to maximize total bandwidth even if split, but it is pos
sible to construct examples where this does not happen. 

The method may be useful in connection with traffic control by on-line computer. 
The O'.j adjus tment could be made to follow actual flow. Another possibility is to var y 
C. Suppos e that the green split restrictions are expressed in cycles and remain valid 
for a range of C. From (1) it may be seen that, if each speed is multiplied by a con-
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START 

Read 

Number of Sl9nOl6 
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Headway 
Dis ta nee 
Red Phase 

Compute 

Red Phase in terms of cycle length 
volumes as platoon lenglh 
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STEPS 
162 

STEP 
3 

Compule Y(I) ond 2 (I) for 
each slgnol 

COl'!Vnence computatrun 101 
equal bondvlldth 
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for max imum bandwi dth 

1 s maximum bandwidth between signals f. ond J loss 
than previous best bandwidth for s;stem ? 

Keep minimum value of bandwidth oblolned so for 
relative to s ignal I 

....._ ____ -I Does J = number of signals 1' 
YE S 

Sro,e current bandw[dlh as best system bandwidth so far 
Store pho~ing relative to 6ignal I 
Store corresponding U1j 

NO 
Does l • number of sogno I• ? 

YES 

Figure 7 . Flow chart of Program TSS3. 

stant and C is divided by that constant, the travel tim&s (expressed in cycles) between 
signals are unchanged. Therefore, the synchronization for maximum bandwidth is un
changed. Suppose, then, that in real operations the traffic speed temporarily decreases 
from the planned speed because of weather, increased vehicle density, or the like. Nor
mally, the synchronization becomes invalid, but this will not happen if the signal period 
is correspondingly lengthened, as could easily be done in real time control. Such length
ening would probably increase capacity slightly. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

Description of Programs 

Program TSS3. -Program TSS3* performs all the necessary computation to deter
mine the offsets of the signals and the green bandwidths. 'I'he program is written in LOAD 

*A listing of the source program and a storage map are avai I able (at cost of xerox reproduction and 
handling) for both Program TSS3 and Program TSS4-Supplement XS-7 (Highway Research Record 
118), 12 pages. 
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and GO FORTRAN, a system developed by the Civil Engineering Systems Laboratory 
for the IBM 1620 computer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The program 
has been limited to 20K storage so that the smallest IBM 1620 installation can use it. 
The machine language object deck, which is available from MIT, will run on any basic 
1620 installation. A flow chart of the program is shown in Figure 7. 

Program TSS4. -Program TSS4* takes the output of program TSS3 and plots a space
time diagram, using the Cal-Comp Digital plotter on line. The program is also written 
in LOAD and GO FORTRAN; it does, however, use two subroutines, PLT, XNM, that 
are not generally available. These routines are in the obj ect deck which can be used 
on any 20K installation having a digital plotter on line. 

The flow chart (Fig. 8) shows the structure of the program. 

*See footnote on preceding page. 
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score 

Pio! posi tion of sigr,a l J and indicate phasing 
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NPASS = 2 

Plot X a,is and scale 
Plot Y a•is and scale 

Pl ot border 
_ _ ___ __, Feed paper clear 

of plotter 

Figure 8. Flow chort of Progrom TSS4. 

Operating Details 

Program TSS3 

INPUT. All of the data are input from punched cards. There are four types of cards 
used as follows: 

Card type 1, system parameters; 
Card type 2, signal characteristics; 
Card type 3, speeds; and 
Card type 4, control card. 

The data included on each card are 1oummarized in Table 1. In lhe LOAD and GO 
system there is no format; data must, however, be separated by blank columns. Blank 
columns are not interpreted as zero in the LOAD and GO system. 

Card Type 1. Card contains the data indicating the number of signals in the system, 
the cycle length, the inbound and outbound volumes and the vehicle headway. The vehi
cle headway is used to convert the hourly volumes into platoon lengths (sec), as follows: 

Platoon length Hourly volume x vehicle headway 
3,600 
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TABLE 1 

INPUT DATA TO PROGRAM TSS3 

Ent r y Description of Data Item Variab l e Units Fo rm 
Name 

Curd t ype 1 

1 Number of Signals NSIG Integer Fixed Point 

2 Cycle Length CYCLE Seconds Floating Point 

3 Inbound Volume VOLIN Veh/Ilr Floating Point 

4 Outbound ·volume VOLOT Veh/llr Floating Point 

5 Vehicle Headway HED\'IY Seconds Floating Point 

ONE CARD PER COMPUTATION 

Card type 2 

1 Distance of Signal X (I) Feet Floating Point 
fr om o r iqin 

2 Red Phase of Signals RED (I) Seconds Floating Point 

,~m'J1ER OF CARDS=NUl"JlER OF SIGN/I.LS 

CARDS r' " ORDER OF I ~CREASING X 

c.:ird t ype 3 

1 Inbound block speed SPEDI(I) MPll Floating Point 

2 Outbound block sr,eed SPEDO(I) MPTI Floating Point 

NU;·\i3ER OF CARDS=NUMi3ER OF SI GNALS - } 

CARDS IN ORDER OF I NCREASING X 

Card type 4 

1 Constant HSAVE Integer Fixed Point 

2 Cycle l ength f or n ext CYCLE Seconds Floating Point 
Iteration 

For streets with several lanes the engineer may use either hourly lane volumes or ad
just headways accordingly. 

Card Type 2. Each card contains two entries, the first being the x value; that is, 
the distance of the signal in feet from the origin, taken as the first signal. The second 
entry indicates the length of the red phase for the signal in seconds. Increasing x is 
defined as the outbound direction: type 2 cards must be in order of increasing x. 

Card Type 3. Each card contains two entries, the first giving the block speed in
bound and the second the block speed outbound. The cards must be in order of increas
ing x, i.e., outbound. 

Card Type 4. Card is used to direct the program operations for the following prob
lem, if any. If a completely new problem is to be run , or if the volumes on the pre
vious problem are to be changed, set: NSAVE = positive integer, and CYCLE = any 
value. The program will complete the current problem and return to start a new prob
lem by reading card type 1. Note that a value for CYCLE must be given; if it is left 
blank the program will take the first data item on the following card. The program 
can be terminated by trying to read a card type 1 or a card type 4. 
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If it is desired to rerun the same physical problem, i.e., distances, red and vol
umes, but changes must be made in cycle length and/ or speeds, set: MSAVE = O, 
CYCLE = value wanted. The program will complete the current problem and return 
to read card type 3 and another card type 4. 

PROGRAM OPERATION. The program does not require any special sense switch 
settings. Running times depend on the particular problem. However, Table 2 indicates 
running times obtained with the program on problems with 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 signals, 
and these may be considered as generally representative. 

Card type 4 can be used to make several runs with the same set of signals and vol
umes but with different cycle lengths or speeds. If the volumes are to be changed or a 
different problem is to be run the NSAVE entry on card type 4 should be positive and 
CYCLE may be set to any value, but some value must be given. 

OUTPUT. All output is by punched cards, there being five types of cards. Table 3 
summarizes the arrangement of the output cards. 

Card Type 1. The entries correspond to the input entries for number of signals, 
cycle length and vehicle headway. 

Card Type 2. The first two entries correspond to the input values of inbound and 
outbound volumes. The last two entries indicate the inbound and outbound volumes pos
sible through the computed green bandwidths for the input vehicle headway. 

Card Type 3. The first entry indicates the inbound bandwidth in seconds; the sec
ond entry is the outbound bandwidth in seconds. The final entry gives the number of a 
critical signal, where the signals are numbered in the outbound direction. 

Card Type 4. Entries 1 and 2 correspond to the entries on input card type 2. Entry 
3 indicates the time in seconds from the origin to the right hand side of red for each 
signal, where the origin is taken as the center of red for the critical light {final entry 
'"'" ...,, ... .,..,-t hn,a '-I\ Th1 ci lnfA...,."""".'lflnn 1 C! 11cial11 f fn-r n lnttinrT fho cn<;:1f"o-til'l'lo rh!lar<;:1n, hu h~n,i ...,.,. ... '-'-• - "JI:'..., ""'I• ..._ ........ ..,, ................ .._.,, .. _._..,....,&& ... "' _..,,...,., ........ ""'""' ... 1"" ... ..., ............. b ....... _. --r---- -----~ ---o- ---- ~J -------· · 

The final entry indicates the offset of the signal with respect to the critical signal, given 
in terms of cycle length. 

Card Type 5. Card is principally of use to program TSS4. The first entry is the 
position of the front edge of the outbound band and the second entry is the position of 
the rear edge of the inbound band, at the first signal. The third and fourth entrieA arP. 
the total system travel time, inbound and outbound, respectively. 

Program TSS4 

!N.1:'U'l'. AH of the data are input from punched cards. There are two different 
sources for the input data, the first being the output from program TSS3 and the second 
the speed data as input to program TSS3 on cards type 3. Table 4 summarizes the in
put data to program TSS4. 

Number of 
Signals -

10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

TABLE 2 

RUNNING TIMES WITH PROGRAM TSS3 
(Al I entries in seconds) 

Read Object Read Data Computations 
Deck -

30 10 20 

30 20 25 

30 30 75 

30 40 110 

30 50 200 

Total 

60 

75 

135 

180 

280 



Entry 

Card type l 

1 

2 

3 

Card type 2 

l 

2 

3 

4 

card type 3 

l 

2 

3 

Card type 4 

l 

2 

3 

4 

Card type 5 

l 

2 

3 

4 

TABLE 3 

OUTPUT DATA FROM PROGRAM TSS3 

Description of Data Item 

Number of Signals 

Cycle Length 

Vehicle Headway 

ON~ rl>RD PER PROBLEM 

Inbound Volume (input) 

Outbound Volume (input) 

Possible Inbound Volume through band 

Possible Outbound Volume through band 

ONE CARD PER PROBLEM 

Inbound bandwidth 

Outbound bandwidth 

Number of Restricting Signal 

ONE CARD PER PROBLEM 

Distance of Signal from Origin 

Red Phase of Signals 

RHS of red phase 

Offset relative to restricting 
signal 

NUMRER OF CARDS~ NUMBER OF SIGNALS 

Front edge of outboun<l band 

Rear edge of inbound band 

Total system travel time inbound 

Total system travel time outbound 

ONE CARD PER PROBLEM 

Units 

Integer 

Seconds 

Seconds 

Veh/Hour 

Veh/Hour 

Veh/I-Iour 

Veh/Hour 

Seconds 

Seconds 

Integer 

Feet 

Seconds 

Seconds 

Fraction of 
Cycle Length 

Fraction of 

Cycle Length 

Fraction of 

Cycle Length 
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PROGRAM OPERATION. The program does not require any special sense switch 
settings. The width of the plot has been scaled so that it will always be 8 in. wide, the 
convenient plotting width of the 12-in. Cal-Comp plotter. The horizontal scale of the 
plot will always be 20 sec/ in. Running times for the program depend on the problem 
and exact hardware configuration. However, plots will normally take between 5 and 
10 min. 

OUTPUT. The only output is the plot, examples of which are shown. 
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entry 

1 

2 

Signal 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Restrictions 

TABLE 4 

lt✓ PUT DATA TO PROGRAM TSS4 

NUMBER 

X Value 

Feet 

000 

55 0 

1250 

2350 

3050 

3850 

4500 

4900 

5600 

605Cl 

De s cription of Data Ite m Units 

Data cards exactly as output 

from program TSS3 

Illock speed inbound MPH 

nlor.k SpPPC1 ont:houncl MPH 

(Exactly as input card type 3) 

OF CARDS = NUMBER OF 

TABLE 5 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 

Red Phase 

Geconds 

30.5 

26.0 

26.0 

30.5 

31. 0 

27.0 

26.0 

26.0 

26.0 

27.0 

SIGNALS-1 

Block Speed 

MPfl 

Inbound n,,.,_i,,.,... , , .... rt 

30.0 30.0 

30.0 30.0 

30.0 30.0 

50.0 so.a 

50.0 50.0 

50.0 50.0 

40.0 40.0 

40.0 40.0 

40.0 40.0 

Program TSS3 is limited to problems with 50 signals or less, by the 20K storage 
restriction imposed on the program. Block speeds may be either positive or negative 
but not zero. All other variables should be positive. 

Program TSS4 is limited to problems with 20 signals or less, if the smaller Cal
Comp plotter is being used. For the larger Cal-Comp plotter 50 signals could be ac
commodatP.d in the 20K storage, although plots are likely to be very long and conse
quently slower. Program TSS4 will accept any output from Program TSS3. Zero band
width is plotted as one straight line. 
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TABLE 6 SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT TO PROGRAM TSS3 

10 65.0 400. 400. 2. 
o. 30 • ~ 

550. 26.0 
1250. 26o0 
?'350. ,0.5 
3050. 31.0 
3850 • 27.0 
4500. 26,0 
4900. 26.0 
5600. 26,() 
6050. 21.0 

3n.o 30.0 
3o.n 30.0 
30.0 30,0 
50,0 50, 0 
50.0 50.0 
50,0 50,0 
4(),0 40.n 
40.0 40.0 
40.0 40,0 

1 1. 
10 65,0 850, o. 2, 
o. 30,5 

550. 26,0 
1250. 26.0 
2350. 30,5 
3050. 31,0 
3850, 21.0 
45N), 26.n 
4900, 26,0 
5600, 26.0 
6050, 21.0 

3o.o 30.0 
30.0 10.0 
30.0 30,0 
50,0 50,0 
so.a so.o 
50.0 so.a 
4n.o 40.0 
40,0 40,0 
40.0 40.0 

1 1. 
10 65,0 61)0. 200. 2. 
o. 30,5 

550, 26,0 
1250. 26,n 
2350, 31'), 5 
'3050. 31.0 
~850. ?7.0 
4500. 26,0 
4900. 26.0 
5600. 26,0 
6050 • 21.0 

30.0 30,0 
30.0 30,0 
31'l ,n 30,0 
so.o so.a 
51) .o ,;n.o 
5n.n i;n. n 
411.n 40,0 
40.o 40.0 
40.o 40,0 

1 1, 
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TABLE 7 SAMPLE PROBLEM OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM TSS3 

10 65.000000 2.0000000 001 
400.00000 400.00001'1 324.75528 324.75528 002 
11.727274 11. 727274 1 003 
.onoooooo 30.499999 47.750000 .50000000 004 
550.00000 26.000000 45.500000 .50000000 005 
1750.0000 26.ooooon 13.000000 .00000000 006 
2350.0000 30.409999 47.750000 .50000000 001 
3050.0000 31.000000 48.000000 .50000000 008 
3850.0000 27000000() 460000000 050000000 009 
450000000 26000000() 130000000 000000000 010 
4900.0000 26000000(1 130000000 .00000000 011 
560000000 260000000 130000000 000000000 012 
605000000 21.000000 130500000 000000000 013 
.92727280 200727272 106791956 1.6791956 014 

10 650000000 200000000 (115 
600000000 200.00000 600.00000 490510566 016 
210666666 107878816 1 017 
oOOOOOOOO 300499999 47o75onoo .5ooooono 018 
550.oonoo 26.000(l(ln 35.5606()8 034708627 019 
125n.oooo 26.00()000 130000000 .00000000 020 
2350.0000 30.409999 47.750000 .50000000 021 
3050.0000 31.000000 48.000000 .50000000 022 
3850.ooon 21.onoono '19.19696A .'!9'i'l3796 023 
4500.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .00000000 024 
4900.0000 26.00()000 13onooooo .00000000 025 
5600.0000 26.000000 110583338 .97820520 026 
6050.0000 21.ooonon 309128900 .85250600 027 
.92727280 2.072727? lo6791056 lo679l<l'i6 028 

10 65.000000 2.noonooo 029 
850000000 .ooooooon 941.53860 .00000000 030 
34 , 0tliHlll'i ,oooonoon 7 r:~l 
oOOOOOOOO 300499990 350727264 031503484 032 
550000000 26.noooon 230227269 01573426() 033 
125000noo 26000000() 703181750 091258730 034 
2350o0000 300409999 470318175 049335654 035 
305000000 31.000000 370772725 .34265730 036 
385000000 270000000 260863629 020559429 037 

5'60o000 . 00000 13.0 MOO 000000000 038 
490000000 26oOOOOOn 110181814 .97202790 039 
560000000 26oOOOOOn 64.249998 078846150 040 
605000000 21000noon 560579550 0662.76230 041 
092727280 200727?7? 106701°56 1 o 6"7919""i6 ()42 

Program Availability 

Machine language object decks for both programs TSS3 and TSS4 can be obtained 
from the Department of Civil Engineering at MIT. Program TSS3 can be punched from 
the source listing given in this report and compiled with FORTRAN compilers without 
format. However, on 20K machines memory overflows may occur if trace instructions 
are also included at compilation time. Program TSS4 contains plotting routines not 
generally available. The source listing is included for users who may wish to use their 
own routines. fu program TSS4 the plotting routines are as follows: PLT for drawing 
lines and moving pen; and XNM for plotting numbers. 

Sample -Problem 

The sample problem consists of a system of 10 signals with the characteristics given 
in Table 5. The input cards to program TSS3 are given in Table 6; the output from this 
program is given in Table 7. The input to program TSS4 is listed in Table 8. The 
plotted output from program TSS4 is shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11. The system pa
rameters are as follows: cycle length, 65 sec; headway, 2 sec. 
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TAALF B SAMPLF: PROALFM l NPUT TO PROGRAM TSS4 

10 65.000000 2.0000000 001 
400.00000 400.00000 324.75528 324.75528 002 
11.727274 11. 727274 7 003 
.00000000 30.499999 47.750000 .50000000 004 
550.00000 26.000000 45.500000 .50000000 005 
1250.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .00000000 ()(')6 
2350.0000 30.499999 47.750000 .50000000 007 
3050.0000 31 • 00000() 48.000000 .50000000 008 
3850.0000 21.ooono0 46.000000 .snoonooc 009 
4500.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .ooooocoo 010 
4900.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .00000000 011 
5600.0000 26.000000 13.000000 •00000000 012 
6050.0000 21.000000 13e5000(l0 .00000000 013 
.92727280 2.0121212 1.6791956 1.6791956 014 

30.0 30.0 
30.0 30.0 
30.0 30.0 
50.0 so.a 
50 .o so.o 
50.0 r;o.o 
4n.o 4(J.(l 
40.0 40.0 
40.0 40.0 

10 65.000000 2.0000000 015 
600.00000 200.00000 600.00000 49.510566 016 
21.666666 1.7878816 7 017 
.00000000 30.499999 47.750000 .50000000 018 
550.00000 26.000000 35.560608 .3470fl627 019 
1250.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .00000000 n20 
2350.0000 30.499999 47.750000 .50000000 021 
3050.0000 :n.oooonn 48.oconoo .50000000 1122 
3850.0000 21.onooon 39.196968 .39533796 (123 
4500.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .00000000 024 
4900.0000 26.000(100 u.000000 .00000000 025 
5600.0000 26.000000 11 • 583338 • 97820520 026 
6050.0000 21.ooooon 3.9128900 .85250600 027 
.92727280 2.0121212 1.6791956 1.6791956 028 

30.0 30.0 
30.0 30.0 
30.0 30.0 
50.0 so.o 
50.0 50.0 
50.0 50.0 
40.0 4'1.0 
40.0 40.0 
40.o 40.0 

10 65.000oon 2.0000000 029 
850.00000 .00000000 941 • 53860 • 0000001)0 030 
34.00000~ .00000000 7 031 
.00000000 30.499999 35.727264 • 31503484 032 
550.00000 26.000000 23.227269 • 15734260 033 
1250.0000 26.00000() 7e31B1750 • 91258730 034 
2350.0000 30.499999 47.318175 • 493 3 565 4 035 
3050.0000 31.000000 37.772725 .34265730 036 
3850.0000 21.00000n 26.86362g • 20559429 037 
4500.0000 26.000000 13.000000 .00000000 038 
4900.0000 26.0000011 11.181814 .97202790 039 
5600.0000 26.000000 64.249998 .78846150 040 
6050.0000 21.ooooon 56.579550 .66276230 041 
.92727280 2.0121212 1.6791956 1.6791956 042 

30.0 30.0 
30.0 30.0 
30.0 30.0 
50.0 so.a 
50.0 50.0 
50.n 50.0 
40.0 40.0 
40.0 40.0 
40.0 40.0 
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Figure 9. Input volumes: inbound, 40 veh/ hr; outbound, 400 veh/hr. 
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Figure 10. Input volumes: inbound, 600 veh/hr; outbound, 200 veh/hr. 
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Figure 11. limput volumes: inbound, 850 veh/hr; outbound, 0 veh/hr. 
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Computations are to be made in volume combinations as follows: 

Inbound Volume Outbound Volume 

400 (veh/hr) 
600 (veh/hr) 
850 (veh/hr) 

REFERENCES 

400 (veh/hr) 
200 (veh/hr) 

0 (veh/hr) 
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Appendix 

DICTIONARY OF VARIABLE NAMES USED IN COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

PROGRAM TSS3 

Program 
Variable 

Variables as 
first defined 

ALHS 

BAND 

BIN 

BOUT 

1::lRHS 

CYCLE 

HEDWY 

LTBST 

PHASE (I) 

PLAT! 

PLATO 

RED (I) 

SPED! (I) 

SPEDO (I) 

TIME (I) 

VOLIN 

VOLOT 

W (I) 

X (I) 

y (I) 

Z (I) 

NOTES 

Equivalent Variable Used 
in Formulation of 

Technique 

None 

B 

S 
b 

None 

C 

None 

C 

Dcj 
p 
p 

Vi 

None 

None 

None 

Yi 

Description 

See definition in program listing 

Bandwidth in one direction 

Inbound bandwidth 

Outbound bandwidth 

See definition m program listing 

Cycle length of system 

Vehicle Headway 

Critical light 
ll,.T, .. -..-t-.,....._ ,...,-1," C'l'"""""nl,-, 
.1.,u.1.J..1u-c:;-,1.. v.1. u.1.5.1.1a..to 

Relative Offset oI Light 

Inbound platoon length 

Outbound platoon length 

Red phase of Signal 

Block speed inbound 

Block speed outbound 

Used to find time to signal from 
orie;in 

Inbound Volume 

Outbound Volume 

See definition in summ::iry step 3 

Distance of signal from first 
signal 

See definition in summary step 1 

See definition in summary step 2 

Variables A, B, I, J, K, M, NSAVE, SAVE and WMIN used as indices and temporary 
storage. 
Variables SPED! (I), SPEDO (I), PHASE (I) are redefined during the compulalion as 
follows: 

SPED! (I) used to save values of PHASE (I) 
SPEDO (I) used to save values of W (I) 
PHASE (I) used to save values of final offsets for equal and unequal bandwidth cases. 



PROGRAM TSS4 

Variables given where different to meaning in TSS3 

NOTES 

Program 
Variable 

IXY (1) 

IXY (2) 

IXY (3) 

IXY (4) 

RHS 

SCHR 

J;lCVT 

Xl, X2, X3 

Yl, 'Y2, Y3 

y (I) 

Description 

X co-ordinate at start of line 

Y co-ordinate at start of line 

X co-ordinate at end of line 

Y co-ordinate at end of line 

Length of plot in X(time) direction 

Horizontal scale factor 

Vertical scale factor 

as IXY (1 or 3) 

as IXY (2 or 4) 

Dis~ce of a signal from first signal 
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Variables I, B, DUMB, YLS, ALS, NSAVE, M, SAVE alid~ASS used as in,dices and 
temporary storage. 




